Annex 2
Failure to comply with the relevant requirements or restrictions

Corresponding measures for reducing the risk
of transmission

Any of the following:


For a period of 3 days, selling or supplying food

Not displaying a notice at the entrance of the catering premises to remind customers that or drink for consumption on the catering premises
food or drink must not be consumed in areas adjacent to the premises during the hours must be ceased from 6:00 pm to 4:59 am of the
when consumption of food or drink on the premises is not allowed;



subsequent day, and no more than 2 persons may

Allowing a person not to wear a mask within the catering premises when the person is not be seated together at one table.
consuming food or drink at a table therein;



Not conducting body temperature screening on a person before the person is allowed to
enter the catering premises;



Hand sanitisers are not provided on the catering premises;



Allowing live performance or dancing activity to be conducted on the catering premises;



Allowing karaoke or mahjong-tin kau activity to be conducted on the catering premises.

Any of the following:

For a period of 7 days, selling or supplying food

 Selling or supplying of food or drink for consumption on the catering premises is not or drink for consumption on the catering premises
ceased from 10:00 pm to 4:59 am of the subsequent day;

 Any premises, or part of the premises, on which food or drink is sold or supplied by the
business for consumption on the premises is not closed from 10:00 pm to 4:59 am of the
subsequent day.

must be ceased from 6:00 pm to 4:59 am of the
subsequent day, and no more than 2 persons may
be seated together at one table.

 Tables available for use or being used by customers are not arranged in a way to ensure
that there is a distance of at least 1.5 metres or some form of partition which could serve
as an effective buffer between tables.

For elongated tables which may accommodate a

considerable number of persons, groups using the same table are not arranged in a way to
ensure that, between any customer of one group and any customer of another group, there
is a distance of at least 1.5 metres and some form of partition which could serve as
effective buffer;

 The number of customers at the catering premises at any one time when consumption of
food or drink on the premises may be allowed exceeds 50% of the seating capacity of the
premises;

 The number of persons seated together at one table or be allowed in the same group at the
catering premises at any one time when consumption of food or drink on the premises
may be allowed exceeds the number permitted;

 Allowing the number of persons participating in any one banquet to exceed the maximum
limit of 20.
Any of the following:

For a period of 14 days, selling or supplying food
or drink for consumption on the catering premises

 Failing to ensure that customers scan the "LeaveHomeSafe" venue QR code or register must be ceased from 6.00 pm to 4.59 am of the
their names, contact numbers and the dates and times of their visits before they are allowed subsequent day, and no more than 2 persons may be
to enter the premises, and that such records in written or electronic forms are to be kept seated together at one table.
for 31 days;

 Failing to arrange all staff involved in the operation of the premises to undergo a

polymerase chain reaction-based nucleic acid test for COVID-19 every 14 days starting
from 11 February 2021 and ensure that they obtain the result of the test by SMS prior to
25 February 2021 and before the end of every subsequent period of 14 days, and that they
keep record of every SMS notification containing the test result for 31 days.

 A poster containing the ‘LeaveHomeSafe’ venue QR code is not properly displayed at the
entrance or a conspicuous location of the catering premises.

